PRESS RELEASE
Mirae Asset’s Co-CIO wins SAUREN Gold Medal for Equities Asia
for Two Years in a Row
London -- (September 21st, 2015) – Rahul Chadha, Co-Chief Investment Officer at Mirae Asset
Global Investments (HK) Limited (“Mirae Asset”) has won SAUREN Gold Medal for Equities Asia
for the second year in succession since 2014, in recognition of his outstanding investment
capabilities in Asian equities.
Since 2002, SAUREN awards are presented by The SAUREN Group, a leading German
independent fund analysis provider. The accolades are dedicated to identifying fund managers
who have excellent investment performance and capabilities.
Rahul Chadha, Co-Chief Investment Officer at Mirae Asset, said: “It is my honor to have won
SAUREN Gold Medal for equities Asia two years in a row. It recognizes Mirae Asset’s commitment
in driving outstanding investment performance. As a bottom-up investor specializing in emerging
market equities, I believe that it is important to maintain a sound investment philosophy in order to
buy companies with attractive valuations. Winning the award is a testament to our team’s efforts in
generating valuable investment ideas to which I can apply in my portfolios.”
Rahul Chadha manages 4 SICAV funds which are sold into Europe. They include Mirae Asset Asia
Sector Leader Equity Fund, Mirae Asset India Sector Leader Equity Fund, Mirae Asset Asia Pacific
Equity Fund and Mirae Asset GEM Sector Leader Fund.
About Mirae Asset Global Investments Group
Launched in 1997, Mirae Asset Global Investments has over 120 investment professionals focusing on
emerging market portfolio construction. As of end July 2015, Mirae Asset manages over US$73.45 billion in
client assets, spread across the full spectrum of asset classes and investment solutions. This makes us one
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of the world's largest managers of emerging market equities . We focus on actively managed, highconviction emerging market portfolios through a bottom-up investment process rooted in team-based on-theground research. Mirae Asset has offices across regions worldwide, including in Australia, Brazil, Canada,
China, Colombia, Hong Kong, India, Korea, Taiwan, the United Kingdom the United States, and Vietnam.
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http://investments.miraeasset.eu .
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Source: One of the largest investors in emerging market equities amongst 79 asset management firms
surveyed by Investment & Pensions Europe (“IPE Survey: Managers of Emerging Market & Frontier
Equities,” 31 January 2014).
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The website has not been reviewed by the Securities and Futures Commission of Hong Kong. It may
contain information on funds which are not authorised for sale to the public in Hong Kong and are not
available to Hong Kong investors.

Disclaimer:
Certain information contained in this document is compiled from third party sources. Whilst Mirae Asset
Global Investments (UK) Limited ("Mirae Asset UK") has, to the best of its endeavor, ensured that such
information is accurate, complete and up-to-date, and has taken care in accurately reproducing the
information, it shall have no responsibility or liability whatsoever for the accuracy of such information or any
use or reliance thereof.
Mirae Asset UK accepts no liability for any loss or damage of any kind resulting out of the unauthorized use
of this document.

